Mansoor IBN elyas shirazi: the exact retrospective of the anatomy of women in Iranian medicine

Abstract
One of the great physicians in medicine, surgery and pharmacy, is Mansur Ibn Elyas Shirazi, who is one of the five-century physicians in Shiraz, is remembered in two books titled Kifāyah-i Mujāhidīyah and Tashrihi Mansuri. Most of his reputation was in the knowledge of anatomy, pharmacology and medicine. Ibn Elias, for the first time in the Islamic world and civilization, has traced accurately anatomical pictures, and also brought together archeological discussions of the womb and fetus in the field of women’s descriptions. In the book, Mujāhidīyah, he has provided extensive discussions on medicine and pharmacology. In this research, we review the biography and introduction of works and review the book of Tashrihi Mansuri’s Aesthetics in the field of aesthetics.
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Introduction
Shiraz in southern of Iran, has been one of the centers of science and research in medical sciences from the 8th to the 19th centuries. It has a reputation for being the origin and home of famous doctors and academics, schools, libraries and hospitals. Those who studied in this city would often rise to become rulers or prominent in the court of rulers in India, Transoxania and Ottoman.1

One of the Shirazian families that have been outstanding in the medical science, is the Elyasi family. This family lived in Persia from the Atabakan Seligori period from the thirteenth to the Qajar period in the nineteenth century. One of the largest physicians of this family is Mansur ibn Elias Shirazi, studied the history of medical and anatomical practices.1

Mansoor ibn elyas shirazi
Mansur ibn Elyas Shirazi (1380-1422 AD) is a well-known Iranian physician, surgeon and pharmacologist who was born in Shiraz of southern Iran, during one of the Persian dynasties.1

He wrote a book on medicine entitled Shah Shoja Mozaffari, son of Zine al-Abedin, “Kīfāyah-i Mujaḥidīyah” or Kīfāyah-i Mansuri. The book consists of two parts: the first deals with of the theoretical and practical aspects of medicine and the second deals with the subject of citrus spices.2

From this physician, a book titled Tashrihi Mansuri (Persian language) has survived in Persia, which was presented to the governor of the Persian Gurkani, Pir Muhammad Ibn Jahangir (c. 1374 - 22 February 1407), with the names of the Enlightenment. (Tashrīḥ-i bel-Tasvir), Tashrīḥ-i badan-i insān, Sharh al-Badan and Resaleh fi elm Tashrīḥ are also known and have one introduction and five chapters in the description of bones and nerves, muscles and vessels. This book, according to the Algod, is the first work by Muslims to describe the body with images, and since the author of this work has repeatedly referred to Ibn-nafis, it was probably be written after 1288 AD.3,4

Until 1290 AD, no book of anatomical books was written in the Muslim world. The author of the 14th and 15th century physician and scholar in Shiraz, contemporary to Hafez (1315-1390), was a great Iranian poet and scientist. The book also included the most detailed and most detailed aesthetic images of the anatomy of the anatomy of the time. One of the important features of the book is the six images associated with the book’s articles, with three images of women and the uterus and embryos (Figures 1–3).3,4

Figure 1 The illustration of human nerves from Tashrihi Mansuri.
The influence of Mansoor’s description can be clearly shown in other works of great anatomists such as:

Leonardo da Vinci (15 April 1452 - 2 May 1519), Andreas Vesalius (31 December 1514 - 15 October 1564) and Shirvani (? -1632) Tashrih-i badan Sharwani saw a doctor at the Ottoman court. Mansoor’s descriptions from 1848, later, have been published for many years in India for the sake of scientific authority in the knowledge of theology.2

Conclusion

One of the Iranian physicians and anatomists who for the first time in the world of science has referred to the topic of anatomy of women illustrated in his book is Mansur Ibn Elyas in Iran. Through this book, he helped to address the issue that had long been the result of religious problems, and helped the world of science with the help of women’s anatomy images for the first time. He also has many scientific achievements in medicine and pharmacology.
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